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deceiving. Mr. Homer: That's right. The people could deceive deliberate-

lu or nondeliberately and. of the lord.

We deceive Him out it is not a very deliberate

deception. I mean that I emphasized this point in my series o sermons and some

folks didn't like it because I implied that c¬rtain things might be deceiving

people today when they taught an any-moment rapture, but a deception doesn't

have t0 be deliberate, and "Let no man deceive you by any means unless there

has come a falling away and the man of sin has been revealed." The implica

tion is that that's what Paul is saying, that as far as Paul can see that has'nt

come and that must come before anybody would be right who said. that the day of

Christ is here. Dr. MacRae: Now I want to get on to these other points we've

raised." Mr. Homer: Well, this is a very vital verse I think because the

whole problem is here suggested. Dr. MacRae: Well, the suggestion which Mr.

!.orner makes for interpretation

I don't know but what we could spend a few hours on Band still not --I doubt

if it is definite enough to get an idea.

Mr. Homer: If you include the gathering of the saints in the day of the lord.

which it seems you must do, the it cannot come until the falling away and the

antichrist is revealed. Dr. MacRae: Well, isn't that basing it upon the

idea that the day of Christ is just this definite, particular thing, and the

day of the lord is just this definite thing, rather that there is a whole com

plex of events and as to which part of this complex the Thessa].onians were

worried about, we just don't know. I think there is a great danger in the

Scripture that people say "the Kingdom of heaven must be this; the Kingdom of

God must be this; the day of the lord must be this, the revelation must be

this. I question whether the Lord tries to give us technical terms that way,

whether He doesn't give us great teachings in which He uses words in the natural

sense and we interpret them in the light of the context, rather than to be sure

that those are precise, technical terms which include exactly this and don't
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